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The first "Tagung über Risikotheorie" at the l\rlathematics

Research Center, Oberwolfach, was attended by 46 mathematicians,

statisticians, actuaries, and other scinetists from a total of

12 countries.

There were two main reasons for organizing a meeting on this

relatively new mathematical subject at this time. The first is that

the past 15 - 20 years have seen not only a great increase in the

topics considered to be part of risk theo~y, but have witnessed a

veritable explosion in models, methods, and theory, which is

reflected in the large number of recent research reports, monographs,

texts, and journals devoted to the subject. ~1eetings such as this

one serve to provide perspective on the fie1d as a whole, as weIl

as to bring tagether researchers fram diverse institutions and

countries for formal and informal exchange.

The second reason is related to' the development of insurance

mathematics education in our host cquntry. As there seems to be

both a practical and theoretical interest in creating same chairs
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in this field in Germany, it was hoped to encourage some young and

talented mathematicians to work in t~e field of risk theory.

. ~_...

The formal part of the meeting consisted of nine half-days of

lectures. The 33 papers were organized around the fol1owing headings:

1. Fie1ds -Auxiliary to Insurance

2. Economics and utility Theory

3. Numerical Methods and Risk Theory in Practice

4. Credibility and Estimat~on Theory

5. Selected Topics

A balance between state-of the art surveys and recent research

results were sought; abstracts of the papers a~e given below.

At least as important to the participants was the informal part

of the meeting, made possible by the superb facilities and smooth

functioning of the Mathematics Research Institute. In addition to

the daily opportunities for talks in the Schwarzwald hills around

Oberwolfach, there was an "organized" hike over hilI and dale to the

pretty pilgrimage town of St. Roman. And, of course, evenings were

devoted to informal but valuable exchange ov~r beer, wine, and other

regional specialities.

It is difficult to give an adequate summary of what was a

simulating, fruitful, and yet very existential meeting. Two cabalistic

symbols. remained on the blackboard after all else had been erased:

Bitte nicht löschen:

( Q , A , P )

;{~
REX

OREX
POREX

POOREX

but it is difficult to remember whether these were signs of agreement

of contention. However, all participants were enthusiastic in

expressing their hopes for a repeat Meeting on Risk Theory in the

near future.

Bill Jewell (rapporteur)
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Abstracts

FJELDS AUXILIARY.TO INSURANCE

UCounting processes in life insurance",

Jan Hoem, Copenhagen

A life insurance policy gives rise to a stream of

premium payments to the insurer and a stream of benefit

payments from the insurer. Each pa~ent stream is described

as a stochastic process, and its actuarial value is defined

as the expectation of the discounted value of this process

at time O. Three types of payment streams are identified,

one of which (general assurance) is analysed in terms of

counting processes.

The prospective premium reserve is defined as an

expected value at time t ~ 0, conditional on the value

of a reserving basis. Retrospective premium reserves have

been discussed in the standard actuarial literature for

very simple forms of insurance only. Such reserves are

now defined for general payment streams, and the relation

to their prospective counterparts i5 investigated. Much

of the material is specialized to a general time-continuous

Markov chain, in which case Thiele's differential equation

becomes a central tool. Its versatility is demonstrated

in a study of the consequences of leaving withdrawals out

of account, as is common practice in actuarial valuation

bases.

UMartingales in Risk Theory",

Andr€ Dubey, Zürich

In recent years a nurnber of articles have been published,

demonstrating the technique of martingales in risk theory

(Gerber, De Vylder, ... ). Especially in ruin theory this

technique has been used. The basic idea is a theorem of

Gerber's: let X
t

be a risk process of an insurance
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company with Xo = x. If there exists a decreasing function

v(x), with v(o) = land v(oo) = 0, such that. v(X
t

) is a

martingale, the ruin probability of the process can be

calculated as a factor times v(x).

The existence of such a function v(x) is closely

connected with a premium ~rinciple, the principle of zero

utility: given a utility function u and a risk Y, the

premium P is to be calculated in such a way that

u(x) = E[u(x + P - Y) ]. A dynamic approach leads to the

condition: the premium process Pt is such that

u (Xt ) = u'(x + Pt - Yt } is a martingale.

"On the interaction between risk and queueing theories'~

Jacques Janssen, Brussels

It is now well-~nown that there exists a elose

interaction between risk and queueing theories. However, its

strang significance and its contribution to each theory are

not sufficiently understood. We give pre~ise relations

showing the contributions and the restrictions of this

interaction. A general conclusion will be that for the

"classical models", many results of queueing theory may

be translated into risk theory for the asymptotic case, but

the contrary is true for the transient case (i.e. computation

of ruin prabability in a finite time).

We also consider the significance of different models ~
which can be used in both theories (for exarnple, semi-

markovian models and their 'special cases) and also their

passible utility fram the practical point of view.

Finally, we ·will consider the risk-queueing interaction

in a larger aspect, taking into consideration the statistical

and computing aspects.
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"A general equilibrium equation and its applications"

Marc-Henri Ansler, Lausanne

An equilibrium equation is a relation between the risk

parameters and the protection parameters of an insurance

portfolio. It is general if it holds for an important set

of risk types. The Cramer inequalities and relations can

be written (by eliminating the parameters without actuarial

meaning) as follows:

(P +Q). ~ llJ(§.)
R R

where P + Q

R

S

ljJ(s)

fair net premium + security margin

initial risk reserve

- In € = securi ty level, where € = upper bound
of the ruin
probability

logarithm of the moment generating functions of
the total claim amount (per year) .

This single "general equilibriurn equation" leads e.g. to

the following applications:

l~ premium calculation: to the exponenfial principle,

22 risk reserve determination: to the formula proposed by

Ammeter to the OeDE,

3~ peeling: to the estimatien of the improvement ef the

securities concerning the involved portfolies,

4~ reinsurance: to the practical determination of net

retentions.

"Upper bounds for ruin probabilities in a new general risk

. model, by ·the martingale method",

Mare Goovaerts, Leuven, and Florian De Vylder, Louvain-La-Neuve

We eonsider a portfolio of stochastieally variable size

in time. It 1s composed of independent, identical contracts,

eaeh of fixed duration, say, one year. The. contraet number

process is a general random point process. The premium

income process is defined as follows: for each new contract
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joining the portfolio, the'insurer collects the premium

c (1 + n) at the very instant i t joins the portfolio . Here

c is the expectation of the claim amount .for·one contract,

and n is the security loading. The insurer is supposed

to possess an initial risk reserve u.

Using the martingale method, upper bounds for ruin probabilities

(in case of a finite and an infinite planning horizon) are

obtained in this model. . ~

The connection wi~h the classical risk model is indicated.

:Estimation of parameters when the variance is infinite"

J.L. Teugels, Leuven

It sometimes happens in insurance'business that the

total claim amount over a fixed- time period is almost

exclusively determined by some .very large claims.

Mathematically this amounts to a condition on the tail

of the probability distribution of the claim amount.

Starting from the hypothesis that this claim amount

distribution has a Pareto (Z~pf) character, we investigate

methods to estimate the main parameter in this law. Among

the methods used we mention in particular the asymptoti~

behaviour of order statistics. Monte Carlo simulation is

used to illustrate the theoretical results.

II.S ome Numerical - Statistical Problems in Risk Theory"

,Manfred Feilmaier, Braunschweig

(Abstract not available)

~
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ECONOMICS AND UTILITY THEORY

"Risk exchanges,' Pareto-optima and fairness"

William S. Jewell, Berkeley

A 'brief survey of utility theory .was presented, showing

how it justifies, for instance, the purehase of insurance on

unfair terms by a risk-averse individual. More complicated

risk-exchange agreements were then described, first with a

simple variance-reduction example, and then with the following

-general utility-oriented model from a joint paper with

H. Bühlmann on "Optimal Risk Exchanges" (ASTIN Bulletin, 10,

(1979), pp. 243-262):

The determination of optimal rules for sharing risks

and reinsurance treaties has important practical and theoretical

interest. Medolaghi, de Finetti, and Ottaviani developed the

first linear reciprocal reinsurance treaties based upon

minimizing individual and aggregate variance of risk. Borch

then used the economic concept of utility to justify choosing

Pareto-optimal forms of risk exchange; in many cases,. this

leads to familiar linear quota-sharing of total pooled losses,

or to stop-loss arrangements. However, this approach does not

give a unique, risk-sharing agreement, and may lead to

substantial fixed side payments. Gerber showed how to constrain

a Pareto-optimal risk exchange to avoid invasion of reserves.

To these ideas,' the authors have added the actuarial

concept of lang-run fairness to each participant in the risk

exchange; the result isa,unique, Pareta-optimal

ri'sk pool, with "quota-sharing-by-layers" of the total losses.

There are many interesting special cases, especially when

all individual utility functions are of exponential form,

giving linear quota-sharing-by-layers. Algorithms and numerical

example~ are given.
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"Prices in Markets of Risk Exchanges"

Hans Bühlmann, Zürich

In the model of risk exchanges

where Vi (w)

represents the exchange function of payments received by

agent i, if the state W occurs, the Pareto optimal

solutions V have been characterized by BORCH in his 1960

paper. Certain Pareto Optima can also· be obtained by

prices, where a price is defined as a measure Q on all •events A. If one allows additional non random transfer

payment~ one ev~n obtains all Pareto Optima. One calculates

the price equilibria sirnilarly ta the way. of obtaining the

Pareto Optima fram Borch's condition. The Lagrange multiplier

in Borch's condition actually can b~ used to find equilibrium

prices. In thecase of exponential and quadratic utility

~unctions one finds a universal equilibrium price.

"The Core of A Reinsurance Market"

Jean Lemaire, Brussels

In aseries of celebrated papers, K. Borch characterized,

the set of the Pareto-optimal risk exchange treaties in a

reinsurance market. However, the Pareto-optimality and

individual rationaltiy conditions, considered "by Borch, do

not preclude the possibility that a coalition of companies •

rnight be better off by seceding from the whole graupe In

this paper, we introduce this collective ratianality condition

and characterize the core af this game without transferable

utilities in the important special case of exponential utilities.

The mathema~ical conditions we obtain can be interpreted in

terms of insurance premiurns, calculated by means af the

zero-utility premium calculation principle; we then show that

the core 15 always non-void and conclude with an example.
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nPratt's concept of risk aversion in the small: a key
to a simple approach to complex models in the actuarial fielq'~

Flavio Pressacco, Trieste

The absolute risk aversion function

u" (x)
- u' (x)

is universally adopted to measure the risk aversion associated

with an utility function u(x).

Here we investigate and describe the properties of

another indicator function of the risk aversion, that is,

PI (x), defined as the probabili ty that satisfies:

p(x)u(x+l) + (l-p(x»)u(x-l) = u(x)

This function belongs to the family Ph(x) of indicators

of the risk aversion versus bets of amount h, introduced,

jointly with the rA(x), by Arrow and Pratt.

Indeed, this indicator hasa great advantage: it could.

be immediately extended to describe the risk aversion versus

unitary bet in a random situation X (instead of a certain

situation x).

This extension in turn provides tools for new insight in

to the theoretical and practical actuarial problems for the

realistic case of monotone decreasing risk aversion .

NUMERICAL METHODS AND RISK THEORY

IN PRACTICE

nOn the Numerical Evaluation of the Distribution of

Aggregate Claims and its Stop-loss Premiums"

Hans U. Gerber, Ann Arbor

Here are 3 methods to evaluate the compound Poisson

distribution numerically (discrete case). The most efficient

method is based on a recursive formula due to H. Panjer.

At the same time, stop-loss premiums are computed recursively.
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For an arbitrary claim amount distribution 3 discreti

zation methods are suggested: (a) Method of upper bounds

(dispersal); (b) Method of lowerbounds (concentration);

and (c) Method of matching moments. The latter method seems

to produce the most accurate results.

Extensive calculations have been done for a uniform

claim amount distribution.

"Risk Theory in Practice (except liability and auto)"

Jan Jung, Saltsiöbaderi

The operational profit of a company is the difference

between premiums earned and claims costs. Under simplifying

assumpti~ns (the yearly claims i.i.d., premiums .equal to expec

ted value of claims cost plus known and constant security

loading), the classical risk theory studies the process of

accumulated profi t u t as function of uo ' the loading n,
and the claim's distribution F(x). In real world, the

relation is used to control the resul t by changing u t ' n

or F(x) Ce.g. by reinsurance) • The total risk of the

company is a cornbination of operational risk and investment

risk. The operational risk includes risks of adverse trends

(inflation or increasing frequency or average claim amount)

and random risks. The analysis of risks must be done for

homogeneous units, i.e. combinations of insurance class

and type of cover, e.g. burglary within home-owners

comprehensive insurance. The analysis of these units are

based on the claims accounting qS illustrated by the run-off

triangular scheme. Contrary to the usual theoretical

assumptions, the problem of estimating the net ri~k premium

(expected value of the claims) is very difficult. The most

recent estimates of claims costs are the most uncertain,

as being based on estimated lass reserves. A further

complication is the fact, that every class of insurance has

its own inflation rate (increase in claims risks for identi

cal damage) which differs from and normally exceeds consumers

price inflation.
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During the last decades, the trends in frequencies,

average damage,and inflation have had much more influence ·on

the solvency than the' random variations, which are fairly

weIl checked by reinsurance.

"Risk Theory in Practice, Auto-liability"

Fritz Bichsel, Winterthur

The main task of the actuary is to calculate premiums.

The most important part of the premium is the risk premium.

By a simple economic model I showed that the risk premium

should be equal to the expected value of the claims for

each.single risk, because then the decisions of the agents

in the economy are induced in a way to make the utility

of the whole economy a maximum. To estimate the expected

value of claims öf a risk" in"tuition, intuition must be combined

with the methods of statistics and probability. For mass

business, it is necessary that the premium can easily be

calculated and be based on characteristics of the risk which

are easily assertainable. This is in conflict with the aim

to adapt the premium as weIl as possible to each single risk.

The way out of this dilemma is experience rating. An example

is the Swiss Bonus-Malus-System. I told how it happened

that this was introduced in Switzer~and. As a further

example of practical application of risk theory, I showed

how the random fluctuations are smoothed in the calculation

of the Swiss Tariff for motor liab~lity insurance.

"On the Computation of the Distribution of the Total Amount

of Claims"

T. Pentikäinen, Helsinki

This paper surveys the various methods available

for computing the compound Poisson distribution, which is

the law governing the distribution of a random number of
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identical claims. After discussing the few cases where exact

calcula-tions are feasib·le, the following· approximation methods

are described and discussed: the NP-approximation (improved

central limit theorem); the incomplete Gamma-function

approximation; Bohman's inversion formula; and the Esscher

approximation. In closing, computation by Monte Carlo simulation

is discussed.

"Improved Methods for Calculating and Estimating Numerical

Stop-loss Premiums"

Wolf-Rüdiger Heilmann, Hamburg

A class of optimization problems is introduced which

contains the stop-loss problem from risk theory as a special

case. '!'wo abstract. optimization mode~ls, viz. linear

programming in normed vector spaces, and Tschebycheff

systems, are presented, and it is shown how to solve the

.initial problems by methods derived from the general models.

•

RA nonasymptotic criterion for the evaluation of'automobile

2.0nus systems"

Ragnar Norberg, 0510; ~rnulf Borgan, Oslo,

and Jan M. Hoem, Copenhagen.

A new criterion for the evaluation of automobile bonus •

systems is proposed. It states that a bonus system should be

constructed such as ~o minimize a weighted average of-the

expected squared rating errors in various insurance periods.

The criterion generalizes an asymptotic criterion given

earlier by Norberg in 1976. In addition, the new nonasymptotic

criterion makes it possible to discuss various short term

aspects such as the optimal choice of starting class and the

time heterogeneity of risks. Our treatment is illustrated

by examples with numerical results.
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nOn same statistical methods connected with the mixed

Poissan process"

Peter Albrecht, Mannheim

In the statistical analysis of the mixed Poisson process

two very general approaches are (re-)proposed, and their

implementation as weIl as their properties ar~ considered in

detail. Finally some comments on the correct fitting of the

heterogeneity model are made.

CREDIBILITY AND ESTIMATION THEORY

nTime-homogeneous models in credibility theory'"

Florian De Vylder, Louvain-La-Neuve

Three basictime-homogeneous models are developed:

The model with unweighted observations (Bühlmann);

The.model with weighted observations (Bühlmann &Straub) i

The hierarchical model (Jewell).

They are preceded by what we call pre-credibility

theory where the optimization problem is solved in full

generality.

:credibility in the regression case n

Ragnar Norberg, 0510

An account is given of the generalization of credibility

methods from the case with i.i.d. observations (time

homogeneous case) to the general regression situation,

defined precisely as·the case where the estimand possesses.

an unbiased linear estimator.

The close connections with other branches of statistical

theory are pointed out, viz. Bayesian and empirical Bayes

regression, and (classical) random regression coefficient

models.
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Emphasis is put on the role of credibility methods as

robust empirical Bayes techniques~ In this context estimation

of the 'Ist and 2nd order moments appearing inthecredibility

formula is crucial. Properties of unbiasedness, consistency

and asymptotic optimalltiy are investigated for a wide class

of estimators. An extension to a hierarchical model is

included.

"Optimum trimming of data in the credibility modeln,
Alois Gisler, Winterthur

The practical application of credibility estimation

in the field of actuarial activities shows·that big claims

have distorting effects. On the one hand, such possible large

claims exert a big influence upon the variance and trigger

off a reduction of the credibility factors. On the other hand,

the occurrence of a heavy claim can be the cause of a

precipitous rise of the estimated correct premium regardless

of the small credibility factor.

In my investigation, I show how the credibl1ity

estimator can be irnproved by trimming the data. The usual

credibility model and a model, in which to each risk j

and to each year i is given a volume measure P .. , are
1)

dealt with. The claim amounts are trimmed at the point M,

i.e. subject to the transformation gM(x) = rnin[M,x] . Then

the semilinear estimator ~(M) is determined, which is

linear in the transformed data, and 'that minimizes the mean

squared error among all the linear estimates. ~o is an

optimal trimming point, if ~(M) is optimal within the classo
of the estirnates {~(M) I ME lR }. Next a rnethod is developed

to calculate the optimal trimming point if the claim amounts

can only assume a finite number of values. Finally there is

set forth a method, how the optimal trimming point can be

estirnated, if the structure function and the distribution of

the claim's data are unknown.

With these methods above, all the distorting effects

caused by the possible occurence of big claims are eliminated.
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"A Model Which Almost Justifies Trirnming"

William Jewell, Berkeley (and Hans Bühlmann, Zürich)

What kind of a model would justify trimrning as a good

approximation to the exact conditional mean? Consider a

credibility model in which the original data likelihoods

are contarninated by mixing in, with small probability, an

excess claim density. Then, it can be shown that the exact

regression on one variable, xl" is :

(a) At first, the predictor increases linearly with

xl"' as in ordinary cr~dibility estimation;

(b) But as xl gets larger, we begin to believe more

and more that it is of excess type, and the

regression curve flattens out, passing over a

maximum, and then diminishing to the default, no-data

estirnate of the prior mean.

Except for the"bumpn, this curve ·i5 exactly like Gisler's

trim, min (x'l ' M). Sirnilar resul ts hold in higher data

dimensions, except that exact calcula"tions require calculating

likelihoods for each possible subset of data.

:credibility of Esscher Premium"

Hans U. Gerber, Ann Arbor

Credibility formulas are discussed for premiurns that

are calculated according to the Esseher principle. Some

of the resulting formul~s are of the same appealing type

as in the classical case of net prerniums.

URecursive credibility estimation"

Bj~rn Sundt, Os10

We consider an insurance policy, for which claim amounts

from different years are conditionally independent given an

unknown random paramete~ e. If we assume that the claim

arnounts are identically distributed given e, the credibility
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estimator for next year's claim amount based on the claim

amounts from previous years will give equal weights to .the

claim amounts from all the previous years. This has been

criticized; one should expect tnat newer data are more

interesting than older data. We are going to modify the model

to accommodate this criticism, and we shall assume that the

underlying parameter e changes randomly as time passes

(e.g. the abilities of an automobile driver may change).

In such cases the explicit expressions for the credibility

estimators beeome complicated, and we shall instead deduce

simple recursions for them. For some special cases we shall

treat estimation of structural parameters.

"Kalman Filter and Loss Reserving"

Benjamin Zenwirth, North Ryde

The neeessity for claims reserves arises out of the

usual delays between the event which gives rise to a claim

and the ultimate settlement of that claim. To estimate

adequate provisions, we need a justifiable forecasting system

that employs all the data both objective and subjective.

Historie data alone, for example, eannot foresee the effects

of impending legislation. Modelling the payment streams

using the KaIman filter is a step towards the way out of the

eurrent impasse.

"Regression model with scalar credibility weights"

Florian De Vylder, Louvain-La-Neuve

Hachemeister's regression model is modified in such a

way that the credibility weights no longer are matrices but

simple scalars. This makes the results more appealing (at

least in particular situations') and sirnplifies the parameter

estimation problem.

•

Planning of insurance cornpany time data were demonstrated 

for example, the overall value of the assets, the incurred

expenses, and the excess payments of the policy holders.

A five-year projection of these data was given.
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SELECTED TOPICS

nA Model of the Distribution of Wealth n

Wolfgang Eichhorn, Karlsruhe

In 1957, Wold and Whittle published a paper containing

a model by which they intended to explain the Pareto distri

bution of wealth [Econometrica 25 (1957), 591-595]. A

complete description of the solutions of the functional

differential equation deduced from their model has been

given by Walter. Arnong. these solutions Pareto's distribution"

is characterized by some remarkable properties. We pr6ve

that under the assumptions of th~ model the distribution

of wealth is of Pareto type at any point of "time if and

only if it was of Pareto type already in ~he beginning and

hence remains so for ever. Additionally we show, by solving

an advanced ordinary differential equation, that a rnulti

plicative solution of the functional differential equeation

deduced from the model is not necessarily of Pareto type.

"Multicriteria models in reinsurance"

Jean Lernaire, Brussels

The ELECTRE method of multicriteria analysis is

applied in order to determine the optimal reinsurance treaty

. (form of the treaty and retentions) of a company. The size

of the portfolio (its mean), its dispersion (variance or

coefficient of variation), its .dan~er (ruin probability

and skewness caefficient) and finally the cast of the

various reinsurance protections are sirnul taneously considered

and intervene in the final decisian.

nSome Problems in Personal Lines Insurance Mathematics ll

Edgar Neuberger, München

Problem 1: Let w
l

' w2 ' ...... be collectives of insureds

which are similar in same sense .. Far each w
i

praperties

qi are interesting. We know estimates 0i which are based
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entirelyon W
i

, only sirnilarities with the collectives.

Qj' j # i, are not used. We need estimators Ai' which

are based on several or all of th~ wl ' w2 ' ... , thus using

the sirnilaritiesbetween the collect"ives"-.This problem will

only be solved in full if it is proved that all information

contained in all collectives is used.

Problem 2: Let us denote k properties of insureds

and let Lk(t) be the number of insureds with property k

at time t. Finally let R(t) = q(Lk(t), (k=l,2, •.. ) be

other interesting properties. .( q is non-linear; the case

where q is linear presents no difficulties.) Ta get the

expected value ER(t) one needs Monte-Carla methods which

are very time consuming ("stochastic simulation n
).

(i) 1s it possible to speed up the calculation?

(ii) 1t is seen by examples that the usual stopping

rules do not work. How many simulations are

necessary to get reasonable results?

(iii) If the transition probabilities are used as

quotas (Udeterministic simulation"), the computation

becomes much faster. However, the re~ults have a

systematic error. 15 it possible to decide whether

the error is positive or negative, and can one give

bounds for the error?

:A multiplicative model of loss reserves. The stochastic

process approach"

Per Linnemann, Copenhagen

A non-life insurance company will receive premiums in

advance of the risk period insured. At the end of that period

it is necessary, therefore, to have reserves to cover unsett

led claims. The 10ss reserve· at a given time is the expected

present value of all future payments for claims which have

arisen by that time, and which rnay not even have been

reported. In the present project, loss reserves are determined

from a model with the basic assumption that for each kind of

damage, the expected value of the n'th payment on the claim

is a product of factors, one for each of the follawing

determinants: waiting time"until the claim is reparted,

•
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waiting time until the relevant payment, inflation, and

seasonal variation. The nurnber of payments made to a claim

in a given period is taken to be independent of the time

at which the damage occurred. The model will be tested and

modified on the basis of an extensive set of data on

individual claims made available to the project by a major

Danish ·insurance company.

"Claims Reserves in Casualty Insurance, Based on a

Probabilistic Method"

~ Hans Bühlmann, Zürich

Based on a detailed stochastic model; IBNR reserves

are estimated and in doing so two different procedures

are obtained, one for IB~R (incurred but not reported)

and one for IBNER (incurred - and reported - but not

enough reserved). The application of four distinct

methods (one of them being the classical "lag factor"

method) on simulated run off figures shows rather high

variances of the estimators. Furthermore, it can be seen

that the classical methods lead to surprisingly good

results on the numerical data under consideration.

"Stochastic-dynamic models"

Teivo Pentikäinen, Helsinki

A stochastic-dynamic model will be constructed which

simulates the flow of insurance business. The ordinary

risk items, i.e. claims and invest~ents, administration,

etc. are incorporated into the model. The conventional

method of risk th~ory can be amalgamated with the standard

analysis and prognostic technique developed for the

downstream management of business enterprises. The purpose

is twofold: to acquire a program for the future development

of business posture, and to relate this information to

the future solvency conditions.

:Planning of an Insurance Enterprise"

Peter Gessner, Stuttgart

(Invited talk. Abstract not available~)                                   
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